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Epoxy clay, also known as Crystal Clay, is an easy-to-work-with, two-
part substance that comes in a variety of colors, neutrals, white, and 
black. It’s easy to mold, and its adhesive qualities mean you can embed 
crystals, stones, and other sparkly little items into it. It also means you 
can attach metal parts to each other without traditional connections 
such as solder, rivets, or wire wrapping. And when you’re finished put-
ting things in place, epoxy clay cures in a matter of hours.

To use this revolutionary material, you simply mix equal parts of its 
two components together, combining resin and hardener to make 
the epoxy clay. It’s very important that you knead and mix the clay 
for a full two minutes. It might look like it’s well blended sooner 
than that, but don’t risk it. If epoxy clay is not truly and completely 
mixed, it will never dry and cure.  

In two of these introductory projects, you’ll simply add Crystal Clay 
to premade rings and then embed crystal chatons in the clay. For the 
earring project, you’ll start with a charm, affix a bead cap to it and fill that 
with clay, then embed crystals and add a few other embellishments. Let 
cure and wear; it’s as simple as that if you want it to be – or experiment 
using stones or parts you make yourself. It’s up to you!

Merle White
Editorial Director, Jewelry Group
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CRYSTAL RING
Simple and smashing

by bECKy NUNN
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RED CHATON  
GOLDEN RING

A sparkling cluster of garnet color

by bECKy NUNN
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HEART EARRINGS
Sweet as can be!

by bECKy NUNN
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Crystal Ring
Simple and smashing

by bECKy NUNN

Here’s a ring with easy bling. set 
multiple small crystal chatons 
into a golden-colored ring, or 

use a single larger chaton for the look of a 
classic solitaire.

M a t e r i a l s 
Ring, adjustable ornate large circle, gold
Crystal Clay, Black
Metal Embellishment, Grande Aster 
Chatons, crystal
Head pin
Wet cloth
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STEP 1 Pinch off two equal 12mm balls of Part A 
(the color) and Part B (the hardener) of the epoxy 
clay. Knead the two balls fully together until the clay 
is a consistent color and not marbled. 

STEP 2 Pinch off and set aside one 8mm ball of the 
mixed clay to use in Step 5.

STEP 3 With the larger portion of the mixed clay, 
roll a ball. Pat the clay gently into the adjustable ring 
bezel until it is slightly flushed over the edges. If you 
need more clay, mix up more as in Step 1.

STEP 4 Press the aster embellishment into the clay, 
squishing it out to the edges. If you have some clay 
that seeps out the sides, use a head pin to scrape 
away the excess.

STEP 5 Using clay you set aside from Step 2, roll a 
ball and gently press it into the center of the aster 
embellishment that is attached to your ring. Pat 
and mold the ball into a dome.

STEP 6 Using the beeswax toothpick that is 
included in the Crystal Clay Epoxy Clay Kit, carefully 
embed the chatons into the domed clay. Begin 
from the outside bottom edge and work your way 
up. End with a larger chaton in the top center of the 
domed clay. 

Alternatively, you can use an inverted bead cap 
or embellished domed flower and a large crystal 
chaton instead of the many smaller ones (as shown 
in the final image).

STEP 7 Using a damp cloth, wipe away any clay 
that might be smudged around. Take your time 
and be thorough here; after the clay dries, it will be 
really hard to get off.

STEP 8 Let cure, about 12–14 hours.

Be prepared to pick your chin up from the floor. 
This project is super easy with great results! 

BECKY NUNN’s mission as the founder and 
owner of Nunn Design is, “Through collaborative 
relationships, Nunn Design inspires and nurtures 
creativity.” Becky believes that everyone is creative 
and that we are born with natural abilities and a 
desire to express ourselves in some creative form 
or another. To be inspired and nurtured by more 
of her work and that of the other Nunn designers, 
visit NunnDesign.com.
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With a cluster of crystal 
chatons set into a domed 
shape, you create a focal for 

this ring that combines the rounded form 
of a cabochon with the sparkle of faceted 
stones. and it’s so easy to make!

Red Chaton 
Golden Ring
A sparkling cluster of garnet 
color

by bECKy NUNN

M a t e r i a l s
Ring, adjustable ornate small oval,  

gold bulk
Crystal Clay, Black
Chatons, Birthstone Garnet
Head pin
Wet cloth

s o u r c e s
Ring, clay, and chatons available from 

NunnDesign.com
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STEP 1 Pinch off two equal 6mm balls of Part A 
(the color) and Part B (the hardener) of the epoxy 
clay. Knead the two equal-size balls fully together 
until the clay is a consistent color and not marbled. 

STEP 2 Roll the kneaded epoxy clay into a round 
ball. Pat the clay gently into the ring bezel, creating 
a high dome by slightly pinching and patting the 
clay into position. If you need more clay, mix up 
more as in Step 1.

STEP 3 Pour out your vial of Crystal Chatons. 
Using the beeswax toothpick that is included with 
the Crystal Clay Epoxy Clay, start to place the cha-
tons inside the ring. I tend to start on the outside 
edge and work my way into the center. 

Tip: Do not press down super hard. Just get the tip 
of the chaton into the clay. If you press down too 
hard, it will make the dome very uneven, and it will 
be super challenging to get the chatons out without 
really digging into the clay.

STEP 4 Once the chatons are in place, use your 
fingers to slightly press all of your chatons down 
into the clay, making sure that each one is fully 
submerged. You will also be using your fingers to 
make sure your domed clay is nicely sculpted. 

Tip: If a stone falls out once the clay has cured, 
chances are that the chaton’s point wasn’t fully 
submerged. If a stone does pop off, you can glue it 
back into place. I like to use GS-Hypo Cement or 
Bond 527 Cement.

STEP 5 Using a damp cloth, wipe away any clay 
that might be smudged around the bezel. Take 
your time with this now and be thorough: when 
the epoxy clay dries, it will be really hard to get off.

STEP 6 Let cure, about 12-14 hours for this ring.

Can you believe it! It really is this simple! Enjoy!

BECKY NUNN’s mission as the founder and 
owner of Nunn Design is, “Through collaborative 
relationships, Nunn Design inspires and nurtures 
creativity.” Becky believes that everyone is creative 
and that we are born with natural abilities and a 
desire to express ourselves in some creative form 
or another. To be inspired and nurtured by more 
of her work and that of the other Nunn designers, 
visit NunnDesign.com.
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Heart Earrings
Sweet as can be!

by bECKy NUNN

M a t e r i a l s
Ear wires, Antique Gold
Head pins, two 2" Antique Gold
Bead caps, four 9mm, Coral Antique Gold
Bead caps, two 6mm, Petal Antique Gold
Elongated heart charms,  

two Antique Gold
Chatons, two Birthstones Garnet
Crystal Clay, Dark Brown

t o o l s
Cutting pliers

s o u r c e s
Crystal Clay and specific findings available 

from NunnDesign.com.

The exaggerated shape of these 
hearts makes them perfect for 
dangling earrings. add a touch of 

warmth with a sparkling red flower and 
they really come alive when worn.
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asseMBle the BeaD aND FloWeR With 
ePoXY ClaY

STEP 1 Pinch off two equal (large pea) size balls of 
Part A (the color) and Part B (the hardener) epoxy 
clay. Knead the two balls fully together until the 
clay is a consistent color and not marbled. 

STEP 2 Pinch off a tiny bit of the mixed clay to use 
later in the center of each flower petal. Roll the 
remaining amount of epoxy clay into two equal-

size balls. Press one ball into the base of one of the 
coral bead caps. Half of your clay ball should still be 
exposed. Press the second coral bead cap over and 
squish the two bead caps together. Repeat with 
remaining clay and bead caps. 

STEP 3 Using a head pin, press through the 
center of the two pressed-together bead caps. 
This allows you to have a channel through the 
center once the clay hardens. Repeat with the 
second set of bead caps.

STEP 4 To add the flower to the elongated hearts, 
use the tiny bit of clay we set aside from Step 2. 
Press the petal bead cap into the clay. Repeat with 
the second elongated heart. 

STEP 5 Apply a small amount of clay inside the 
petal bead cap and embed there. Using the 
beeswax toothpick that is included in the Crystal 
Clay Epoxy Clay Kit, pick up the individual chatons 
and gently press each into the epoxy clay inside the 
petal bead cap. Repeat. 
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STEP 6 Allow all pieces to cure 12–24 hours before 
assembling your finished earrings.

asseMBle the eaRRiNgs

STEP 7 Using one of the head pins, trim off the head 
part with a pair of cutting pliers. Repeat with the 
second head pin. 

STEP 8 Using a pair of needle-nose pliers, make a large 
loop on one of the ends of the head pin. Repeat. 

STEP 9 Thread the head pin through the coral bead 
made in Step 2. Repeat with second coral bead.
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STEP 10 Using a pair of needle-nose pliers, make a 
loop on the bottom half of the head pin. Prior to 
closing the loop, attach the elongated heart charm. 
Repeat. 

STEP 11 Thread three head pins through 
three 3mm beads. Cut each of the head pins 
approximately 1⁄4" from the base of the bead with 
a pair of cutting pliers. Repeat with second set of 
beads. 

10
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12 12 12

STEP 12 Using a pair of needle-nose pliers, make 
a loop on each of the 3mm beads and attach the 
beads and an ear wire to the large loop of the coral 
bead made in Step 8. Repeat. 

STEP 13 Prepare for requests to make a pair for 
your friend!

BECKY NUNN’s mission as the founder and 
owner of Nunn Design is, “Through collaborative 
relationships, Nunn Design inspires and nurtures 
creativity.” Becky believes that everyone is creative 
and that we are born with natural abilities and a 
desire to express ourselves in some creative form 
or another. To be inspired and nurtured by more 
of her work and that of the other Nunn designers, 
visit NunnDesign.com.
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